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5D™ Embroidery System 1

Design: OAE313_Baby_Bib_4B_Small

Scale 25%

Dimensions

Width: 7.55"

Height: 9.62"

Stitches: 33323

Color Information
Color Thread Palette Number Name Stitches Length

1 Robison-Anton Rayon 40 2527 Soldier Blue 443 88.48"

2 DMC Cotton 50 349 Dark Coral 859 145.78"

3 Robison-Anton Rayon 40 2291 Passion 298 44.23"

4 Robison-Anton Rayon 40 2415 Floral Pink 310 50.76"

5 DMC Cotton 50 948 Very Light Peach 4262 799.93"

6 Sulky Rayon 40 1030 Periwinkle 5262 674.44"

7 Robison-Anton Rayon 40 2524 Country Blue 7761 943.96"

8 Robison-Anton Rayon 40 2526 Bright Blue 2431 444.09"

9 DMC Cotton 50 702 Kelly Green 429 68.74"

10 Yli Silk 50 1001 White 11046 2213.93"

11 Robison-Anton Rayon 40 2283 Paris Blue 222 45.90"

Notes

Settings

Lettering: 
Letters: Baby
Category: Elegant
Font: Per Gothic 20-50mm, Size: 30 mm, Gap: 0
Width: 100%, Height: 100%
Line type: Horizontal
Alignment: Center, Line Spacing: 1.2 mm
Pattern Fill: Pattern=4, Angle=330, Underlay=Medium, Compensation=0, Standard Density=2

Technical Information

Distance From Center

Top: 4.81" Bottom: 4.81"

Left: 3.78" Right: 3.78"



Tutorial For Bibs in Double Applique. 

All Done in the Hoop Method. 

1) Hoop Water soluble material x2 layers in a 200x260 or 200x280mm hoop 

pull tight. 

2)Place very thin Batting material and Bib applique material the size of hoop on 

top of the hoop, pin it to the water soluble material that is in hoop, or you can 

used spray to hold it down ( I personally don’t like spay makes my needle 

sticky) 

3)Sew colours 1,2 then remove hoop from machine, cut out material not the 

batting, to the shape of the bib.( Be careful not to cut  water soluble material 

that is in the hoop)( For better results if batting is thicker proceed to (4) LEAVE 

OUT THIS PROCEDURE. 

4) Place the applique material for second applique piece on top of the bib 

material in the hoop, sew next 2 colours then remove hoop from machine and 

cut out second applique piece,  all the way around.(This Procedure is only done 

if there is a applique design in the bib.) 

5) Continue sewing until the last 3 colours. 

6) Place towelling material a bit bigger than the hoop,  under the hoop making 

sure that the whole design will be sewn down on the towelling material with 

the outline stitch. Also make sure the towelling material lies perfectly flat 

under the hoop.( If preferred you may want to pin it down making sure that 

pins are not in the way of the sewing) (NB..This procedure will always be done 

in the last 3 colours on all my bibs.)  

7) After sewing this straight stitch, remove hoop from machine and cut the 

towelling material following the line of stitches from the back of the hoop, 

using outline stitch as a guide. Not too close. Also cut out the batting and 

applique material on the front of the hoop following the outline stitches, not 

too close to stitch line. Be careful not to cut water soluble material which is in 

the hoop. 

8) Sew last 2 colours, remove hoop from machine, and bib from hoop.  



9)  Cut a small hole in eyelet for button. Or cut the button holes open. Sew on 

the button. 

10) Cut away excess water soluble material and wash in warm soapy water. It 

is important that you soak them well to get rid of all the water soluble 

material. Otherwise your bib will be very stiff. Iron on the wrong side when 

dry, cloth on top, with a warm iron. 

 

NB….It is very important to keep the water soluble material taught in the hoop 

at all times, as it might stretch with too much handling, so be careful. If it 

becomes floppy this can cause your design not to align up properly and cause 

gaps in the embroidery. 

Another good tip to keep in mind when embroidering on towelling material, 

always embroider on top of water soluble material for a beautiful finish.  

Enjoy making your bibs, they are great fun to make and sew out beautifully.   
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